Adam George
Professional Close-Up Magician
“Magic is the art of entertaining by the
performance of feats which appear to be
contrary to natural law.”
Jean Hugard
Adam uses magic to entertain, inspire and enthral audiences
across the country; producing unforgettable performances for a
whole spectrum of events and leaving a trail of incredulity and
enjoyment in his wake.
Adam’s interest in magic has been a driving factor throughout his life, shaping his
career from an early age. Magic is distinctive as a form of entertainment in that it
leaves a lasting impression on its audience, and it is this impression that Adam
strives to create and be remembered for in all his performances.
Attention to detail is Adam’s speciality; he takes pride in providing the very best in
entertainment for your event. The magic he performs is especially adapted to suit
the event, from larger shows to close-up performances suitable for table-side
entertainment & cocktail receptions. Being the number one choice for many leading
companies in the UK, you can be sure you are booking one of the best.
Some of Adam’s recent clients include:
BMW, Sketchers USA, Borders Books, Logistik, Lloyds TSB, Stenna Line, Tesco, Barnardos,
Savills, NHS, Barracuda Group, Luminar Leisure, B&Q, Quinetiq, Marks & Spencer, SYSHP,
Real Radio, The Princes Trust, Sainsburys PLC, Bourne Leisure Ltd, Intertissue Ltd, Unilever.
He has also performed alongside:
Johnny Vaughn, Suzy Perry, Blazin Squad, Big Brothers, HRH the Prince of Wales – Prince
Charles.
Recent Quotes from Clients and Organisations:
“…You’re the best entertainment I have ever booked. We’ll be sure to be seeing you again
next year!”
Emma Rees – Princes Trust Co-ordinator
"I've booked Adam twice now and have been impressed both times. Great interaction with
the audience, which isn't always easy at this venue! He injects humour into the routine,
which keeps people interested. A great show that I shall be booking again."
Claire van Tonder – Savills – Sol Central Manager
“…Everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves! You and your team have done a marvellous job
at entertaining our customers”
Marks & Spencer Manager
Adam George is available for all types of events, and his speciality is ensuring
guests remember a spectacular demonstration of magical skills, and by association,
they will remember your event or company.
Whether in a hospitality suite, product launch, trade show or corporate dinner, you
can be sure that your guests will remember your company and have a good time.
By booking Adam, your next event is guaranteed to be a success!
For bookings or enquiries please contact Adam George: 0845 226 0807
www.adamgeorge.co.uk

